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Microsoft "Office Compatible" (’Formally Called Microsoft Office
Friendly) Marketing Plan Recommendation

This document serves as a discussion guide for resolving key "Office Compatible" marketing decisions.

Summary
The objective of the "Office Compatible" Program is to provide ease of use/consistency benefits to Olfice
customers by proliferating the Office "look and feel" and "integration" to leading, complementary
applications. This program is conceived to be a long term concept, version 2 of which would incorporate
Chicago features and some OLE 2 support in synch with Office’95, and version 3 would require fuller
integration features (VBA, OLE 2) in line with Office’96.
We met with over 20 vendors at Comdex and received a great deal of interest in adopting Office user
interface features as well as in joint marketing oppommAties. The next steps in t_his program are to 1)
complete written specs of the features 2) design compliance testing guidelines, 3) contract with NSTL for
objective compliance testing 4) define "Office Compatible" marketing plans and 5) sign licensing
agreements with ISVs.

Background
The ’"Office Compatible"’ program extends our ’c~nsistency & integration’ message across
complementary vendor applications by letting selected tSV’s include 14+ visual elements of MS Office in
their applications. We wilt jointly promote these program benefits to end-users: trairting costs are
reduced and produ_ctivity is increased because a single set of easy-to-use f~tures performs similar
operations tb~roughout the "’Office Compatible" Super Suite. This progrmn benefits Micrt~soft by
reinforcing our momentum message and establishing the Office look as an industry standard which
O~ce Suite buyers will come to prefer.
Discussions with vendors to date have encompassed two levels of participation a development license and
a marketing license. The development license includes the rights to a non-exclusive, perpetual license for
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the given feature set per application. Vendors receive written specs, some bitmaps (button faces) and the
support of Jim Conner (Office Program Manager). The marketing license encompasses the right to use an
"Office Compatible" logo. a PR release, Focus ~agazine reference, and commurfication of"Office
Compatible" vendors to the MS salesforce and reseller base.
Please note that the ~¢Iicrosofl "Offtce Compatible" name is under review as we test alternative names.

There are three target audiences of "Office Compatible": ISVs, Corporate Acquits, and Solution
Providers.
ISVs: The primary focus is to build a critical mass of ISVs to add "Office Compatible" user interface to
their applications. All ISVs are eligible to participate in this program with the exception of those that
compete directly with the Microsoft Office or its component applications (Word. Excel, PowerPoint,
Access).
The following chart reflects interest to date from tSVs as well as a list of vendors we have yet to contact.
Ready By Launch
Calera: Wordscar~
Gilbert & Assoc
IMSI: TurboCAD,
FormTool Gold
Jandel Scientific:
SigmaPlot,
SigmaStat
Shapeware: Visio 2,
Visio Express
Walker Richer
Quinn: Reflection 8
MacroMedJa: Action

AutoDesk: AutoCAD LT
DeltaPoint Graphics/Pro
MacroMedia:
Macromind, Authorware
Maplnfo,
Ivlicrographx: Designer,
Ftowcharter

l~et Ready, But Yes

Considering

Metz: various utilities
Timberline: vaT. acctg
Wall Data: Rumba

Chipsoft
See
Math CAD, Appendix
Parsons
A
Teclmology,
SPt,
Spinnaker,
Teleware

Other
Vendors

No
Caere

Corporate Accounts: Many corporate accounts do customized development projects with
Microsoft Office. These customers want assistance in applying Microsoft standards to their
internally written appti~atious. "Office Compatible" specifications serge as a style guide for
these companies.
Solution Providers: Solution Providers who develop for Microsoft Office (TBD) will be an important
target of this program. We want to first gain experience wifl~ ISVs before rolling the program out more
extensively.

Technical Content "Office Compatible" Version 1.0
"Office Compatible" version 1.0 contains 14+ elements of the Microsoft Office. These elements represent
consistenc~, guidelines for the most common user interface features. Detailed specifications are available
on \~ibaba\Compatible\£eatures. The list of features are:
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1. 3D Look
2. Basic To01bar
4. Basic Menus
5. Adv~cnced Menits
7. Dialog Boxes ~ile Open, Save 8. Tab Dialog Boxes
As, Print)
10. AboutBox ........
13. Status Bar
161 Up tO 2 ad~fion~al features
which appear in any 2 Microsoft
Office apps (subject to our approval)

3. Advanced Tootbar
~..Accelerator (shortcut) Keys
9. Starmp Screen

12. Shortcut Menus .......
H,,,:,oHe!p Contents
14. Main Window Wire Bar 151 ~te~fi0n (bonus p0~i~ b~
...... _OLE 2 imple~mentation)

Future Technical Content and Release Timing
"Office Compatible" versions will be fled to major new releases of Office and will incorporate the relevant
new technology of these releases (Chicago, integration/programmability, Cairo). More complete plans
will be distributed by March i. Version 2 will release in synch with Office’95 and version 3.0 with
Office’96. In addition, we are recommending that the feature set be segmented into two categories:
¯

Phase t: These base features will include all non-critical features and wilt be made available to
vendors 16 weeks prior to the RTM date of Office. Implementing almost all of the phase I feature set
will be enough to pass compliance for the new "Office Compatible" version.
Phase 2: Because certain features do not freeze until late in the process, we want to be able to add cool
features to "Office Compatible". This will also help keep some features confidential and unique to
Microsoft Office at the time of our new version. We will provide these to ISVs at the final marketing
beta stage (4 weeks) prior to RTM.

1994

¯

NT: Daytona
WIN: Chicago
"Office Compatible"
Version 1

1995

1996

Cairo
Cleveland
~Dffice’95j

I~)ffice’961

Version 2

Phase t Phase 2
-16 wks - 4 wks

Memphis

[

Version 3
Phase I Phase 2
-16 wks - 4 wks

version 1.0

Feb. 1, 1994

version 2.0

Phase 1: November 1994

May 22, 1994 Interface
.Mar. 1995 ...........~cago interfh~’g’feamres ’

Phase 2: February I995
¯

version 3.0

"Phase 1: Novernber 1995
Phase 2: Februa~" I996

Ju~ Ch=e: "O~ce Compatibl~ M~keting P!~
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¯
¯

Once "Office Compatible" version 2 or 3 specs are released, we will no longer accept marketing
applications to license t_he prior version.
ISVs can qualify to use the marketing log0 on the "older" "Office Compatible" version as long as they
ship prior to the RTM date of the next version of Microsoft Office. This means that when Office’95
ships, ISVs who release after that date, must be compliant wi "Office Compatible" version 2.0 to have
the logo.

Pricing/Lt’censing:
We believe it is important to set a price for this program which:
¯ communicate value to participants
¯ sets a hurdle so that only serious participants utilize our resources
o is consistent across target audiences and
is not complicated
1. Development License:
$1000 for a non-exclusive, perpetual license for the "Office Compatible" version feature set for the
first application licensed from each company.~
Subsequent products will not be charged a license fe~ but will require that Microsoft is notified and
gives written approval prior to implementation.
¯ Each new "Office Compatible" version release will require a new license.
For example:

AutoCad

1.0

AutoCad
AutoCad

1.0
2.0

3D Studio
3D Studio

2.0
2.0

1.0
2.0

, licensed

depends
licensed for 2.0

Companies can use this license for any complementary (non-competitive) product to M~crosoft Office
or its component applications: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access:.
2. Marketing license:
¯ Marketing licenses are non-exclusive and based on ISV product version and "Office Compatible"
version, in that the ISV must remain on the cm’rent "Office Compatible" release when they revise
their products.
¯ The fee for the marketing prograna is $t000 per company.3
¯ Assunfing that the ISV has passed compliance testing, ffthere is no further change to the ISV’s
implementation of the "Office Compatible" feat,.we set, they will not have to recomply or be retested
1This copyright ticense is issued for a pa~-ticular productm~d is not meant to be version specific.
2Competitive applications include Office suites, and products in the following categories, word processing,
spreadsheets, databases, presentation graphics or integrated prograrns.
~here is a separate charge for compliance testing of $750 per application.

Judy Chase: "Office Compatible" Marketing Plan
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until Microsoft releases a new version of"Office Compatible" and they release a new version of
their application.
For Example:

AutoCad

1.0

$1000

compliance

First application, new "Office
licensed, no
no chmlge to ,,office ~0~patible"
features ....
new ver. of"Office Compatible", ISV

AutoCad
AutoCad

3.2

1.0
t.0

none

none
none

AutoCad

3.5

2.0

$1000

compliance

AutoCad

4,0

2.0

none or
$1000

none!
compliance

AutoCad
3D Studio
3D Studio

3.0
[ 2.0

2.0
1.0
2.0

none
none
none
compliance
depends

., u.st current.

] 2.0

Change in AutoCad implementation of
feature set or first use 01’"Office
Compatible" version 2.0.
no change until AutoCad rev~s
discount for 2nd app
depends on whether AutoCad is already
licensed for 2.0

Conditions:
¯ We reserve the right to terminate this program with 30 days notice.
¯ ISVs will be allowed to retain the use of the logo for a period of 6 months past the termination date,
¯ If a vendor is a new participant (less than 6 monffrs), Microsoft will refund their marketing fee,
¯ Given an ISV a~sition, ttds program is transferable providing that they are eligible and meet the
terms and conditions of the program.
¯ Microsoft reserves the right to change the price and scope of this project at any given point in time.
¯ Case by case negotiations will be considered

Recommended Joint Marketing
ISVs are interested in joint marketing with Office to take advantage of our huge customer base and Office
momentum. Obviously from the ISV’s perspective, the more contact they get with our installed base/or in
joint activities the better, From a contractnat agreement, we should be ur~orm in pro~Ading marketing
oppommities to ISVs. Oppommistically, however, we may at times choose to do special joint marketing
with vendors who can help us reach audiences we may not otherwise reach (e.g. Peachtree accounting’s
access to CPAs etc.).

Compliance Testing as a Pre-requisite ($750 fee)
In order to qualify for any joint marketing with Microsoft, the ISV must first pass compliance testing. An
independent third party will conduct this test following compliance guidelines.4 NSTL has been selected
to act as the independent testing agency. ISVs must implement 50% of the feature set (2400 points) to
pass this test. The guidelines were built on the followi_ng assumptions:

See \~alibaba~friendty\ comply\comply.doc.
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Compliance Guideline Strategies:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Prion’tized "Office Compatible" features and supplied points (OLE 2 given huge bonus)
Threshold to pass feature
50% compliance needed 2400/4800 points (no exceptions)
If feature is not appropriate for an application, we reduced the base number of points
Points are deducted ff an ISV has added featm-es and their implementation is disruptive

ISVs are granted compliance per application and for arty subsequent releasewhere there has been no
further change to the ISV’s implementation of the "Office Compatible" feature set, unless Microsoft
releases a new version of"Ot~fice Compatible". Vendors will be asked to verify on a written form that the
user interface of the Office features remains unchanged. New versions of"Ol~ce Compatible" will
automatically result in new compliance testing when an ISV rev’s their application. Our goal is to
minimize bureaucrat3, and tSV hardship, while maintaining customer benefits.
Each vendor is req~fired to pay the cost of compliance testing which is $750 for each application. NSTL
will run a brief test to ascertain the application’s stability and probability of passing. If the app fails,
they’ll return it and allow a free re-try. Otherwise (ie, ff the vendor goes through a full test and fails), the
vendor will have to pay an additional $750. ISVs will pay NSTL directly.

Level 1: Fixed $1000 Fee
The joint marketing license fee is $1000 per company. To participate in the following activities, each
individual product must be licensed and have passed compliance testing. The marketittg fee will only be
collected with the first product.
For their license and compliance, ISVs will be contractually entitled to the following marketing activities:
¯ Logo
¯ Microso2R Office CD Demo
¯ Amaouncement reception
¯ Press Kit
¯ Focus Magazine listing
¯ Communication to the Microsoft Satesforce
¯ Communication to Resellers
All other marketing activities listed below are subject to change and not contractual agreements.
1. Logo: ISVs are granted the right to use the Microsoft "Office Compatible" logo on their packaging, in
their collateral or in their advertising for fire ten~ of the specific version’s release. TRis mark (tbd-target
availability date is March 15) Will be a derivative of the Microsoft Office logo. Third party logo usage
guidelines will be developed that closely follow the Windows logo third party guidelines.
¯

The Microsoft name can not be used in conjunction with the name of the ISV product.

¯

ISVs cannot use the Microsoft Office black stripe on their packaging.

¯

ISVs can use The Microsoft Office name as part of tbeir product descriptor e.g. "Drawing for The
Microsoft® Oltice" but must incorporate proper trademarks.

¯

Microsoft will develop an Office blurb and screertshot that ISVs will be encouraged to use on their
package ffthey so choose.

¯

To protect Microsoft’s trade dress and maintain the equity of our product packages, we will not allow
visual copying of our package look and feel (typeface, kerning, whitene~s).

Judy Chase: "Office Compat~le" Marketing Plan
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2. Microsoft Office CD-- ISVDemo: Finch participating ISV will have the ability to place a preapproved demo or example of their application on our Microsoft Office CD. We v~ allot disk space
dependent upon available space and number of participant~ but expect this to range from 500k to 1 MB
per application.
3. Pt’ogram Launch Participation: The "Office Compatible" program wilt be announced in May
at Windows World/Spring Comdex. As part o~Fthe annomacement~ vendors with demoable (running real
code) or shipping applications (must have a planned RTM of August I or sooner) can participate in a host
of one-tlme only activities as follows:
a. Announcement Event: We will have an evening reception where vendors will each have a dedicated
demo station to show their applications to customers and press. In addition, two to three vendors will be
invited to demonstrate their application’s integration and interoperability with Office on stage at the
announce. These vendors will be selected based on the two highest compliance testing applications with
shipping products at the time of the announcement. Chris Peters or Pete Higgins will address the
attendees.
We may also have a "preview" room available throughout the show, where vendors can demo their
products to the press and corporate customers. ISVs would be able to distribute product literature at this
venue.
b. t~ess Release and Peess kit’. We ,,viii £ormatly issue a "Office Compatible" press release describing the
program and individual participants in depth. We will also encourage each participating ISV to issue
their own press release as well. In addition, we v-ill distribute an "Office Compatible" press kit with these
releases and collateral material from each vendor.
~ Event Collateral: We will develop prominent booth signage to be used in ISV tradeshow booths. This
will consist of 1) a lvlicrosoft "Office Compatible" banner and 2) tabletop signs.
a~ Focus Magazine: We will place a two page article about the "Office Compatible" program in our
Focus Magazine one time during calendar year 1994 (most likely Sept. issue). To be included in this
article, products must be shipping or within 30 days of release to manufacturing by the time the magazine
drops. Microsoft has the right to design the format and content of the article, however, we commit to at a
minimum providing the company name, product name and a phone number referral for each participating
"Office Compaffote" application. This magazine will be sent to registered Office, Word and Excel owners
(at least I million). The article will briefly inform users about "Office Compatible" and its benefits,
explain the "Office Compatible" logo and mention the ISVs participating in the program.
4. Communication to Microsoft Salesforce: Microsoft will inform our reseller and corporate
account salesforce about the "Office Compatible" program and participants through our traditional
communication process. This includes electronic mail, and presenting the program to the field in an
Office session at a company sales meeting. In addition, we will provide ISVs with the opportunity to
place a one page electronic datasheet/product description (text based only) on our Sales Tools information
server. We will develop a corporate helpfile. We will also place an article in the May LAN news to reach
Field Marketing Man~agers and their corporate accounts.
5. Communication to Resellers: Microseft will inform its resellers of the "Office Compatible"
program by use of our reseller salesforce and throng_h our Flash magazine. This magazine is sent to
30,000 reselters outlets each month. We wil! distribute an article about "Office Com_patible" as part of the
May or June Flash. The article will include a listing of"Office Compatible" participants.

Judy Chase: "Office Compatible" Marketing Plan
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Other Opportunities (not contractual)
Based on Micmsoft’s determination of joint benefit, ISV’s may be granted equal oppommity to participate
in the following activities provided that they pa~ their fair/lJroportionate share of the cost of these
activities. Microsoft’s commitment to undertake the following activities is predicated on sufficient ISV
interest to warrant it.
1. ISV Catalog. Microsoft will contract with a third party to develop a Microso~"Office Compatible"
catalog. ISVs will buy per page ad space in this vehicle. Di~bution will be at the expense of
participating tSVs.
Distribution vehicles
Quantit~
Estimated costbased on 35!70 ISVs
* Computer industry tradeshows
215,000
$15,000/$8500
¯ Direct Mail
¯ Microsoft Sales Office for local events,
corporate accounts, reseilers
MicrosoR reserves the right to discontinue this catalog at any time providing vendors are given 60 day
notice of ou~ intentions.
2. Reseller Advertising. Microsoft may produce a reseller advertisement descrt~ing the "Office
Compatible" program and participants. This advertisement would supplement the Flash article listed
above, and would serve as a method to renew interest in the "Office Compatible" program after the initial
one-time only launch event. These ads would be placed in Computer Reseller News and Computer Retail
Weekly.
3. MOR Resellers ~ail Order Resellers): Several Mail Order resellers have expressed interest in
doing special mailings around Microsoft and complementary products. Providing the ISV is interested,
we vail recommend ISV names to participate ha promotions with these resellers. The reseller and ISV
could then arrange promotions that would meet their respective needs.
Additional marketing tactics may be considered in the future, but 1SVs should not base their participation
decision on anything more than what is outlined above.

"Office Compatible" PR:
1. Message: PR mileage is a fundamental component of this program. PR will be used to reinforce the
following message.
"The Microsoft Office is the most import~’~t and popular set of business applications today.
Office has gro~a tremendously in popularity because it has full featured applications that work together
like one. People value products which look and act alike. Microsoft Office’s consistent menus, toolbars,
and dialogs helped users quickly get up to speed in multiple applications. Microsoft is taking this concept
one step further and licensing the rights to third party developers to utilize many of’the visual features
found in the Microsoft Office. The result of this is that Microsoft Office customers will have a "leg up" in
using other applications, such as accounting, drawing, communications etc."
"Microsoft "Office Compatible" is a program for ISVs, Corporate Accounts and Solution
Providers to license a set of user interface features. In addition, we are offering some joint marketing
opportunities to third party developers that pass a minimum bar of compliance with the style guidelines.
This program is offered to any complementary sol~tre developer to Office. The specifications will not be
licensed to any product competing directly with The Microsoft Office or its component applications."

Judy Chase: "(’~Iiee C~apatible" Marketing Plan
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2. Audiences: PR will be directed at the following audiences: trade press, vertical press and business
press. We will target the influential and fringe influential end users as well as small organizations with
our messages.
3. Taetle~: PR Tactics will include:
¯

Announcement event for customers and press (see above)

¯

PR release arid press ldt (see above)

¯

An "Office Compatible" press tour. This could include taking some ISVs on the road with us or
working with them on specific publications.

¯

Seeding of the PC Press (see Appendix C)

¯

Targeting specific business press and verticals based on ISVs product category. This could be part of
an ISV testimonial/customer testimonial effort which ties into our SMORG plans.
Editor Call Down. "Office Compat~note" is a great"monthly focus" as part of our adopt an editor
program. Hank, Chris, Mark and Robbie ~ be given "seed stories" for their buddies, Use
Corporate account participants in these examples,
Momentum release. Follow-up press release when the ISV program has 50 participants. Target the
timing of this release to FUD announcement news of SmartSuite.

4. PR Pitfall.~sues: The "Office Compatible" program runs the risk of having negative press reaction ff
we are not cautious. Here are some of the potential is~mes:
¯

The press may incorrectly assume that this is Microsoft’s way of"controliing" the industry (see
Appendix B for response).
The program may prematurely leak to the press.
We will answer this question differently based on when it happens. If we get confronted
prior to March 1, we Hill reply "No Comment". If we are asked to discoss this program
between March and the May announcement, we Hill respond by talking about how well
customers have responded to the integration and consistency of applications in Office 4 and
4.2 and how they asked us to help provide these advantages in some of the other products
they use with/along side Office. We think that it makes a lot of sense to share our usability
learning with other complementary third party software developers to Microsoft Office and
are working on a program. We wont have t.he details finalized for another 1-2 months,

*

Competitors may ask to participate and raise conce~s about our motives when they are denied
participation, (see Appendix B for response).

.

The press may ask if Chicago has all these features anyway so what are we really offering (see
Appendix B for response).

¯

Several ISVs wi!l have shipping applications w~ell in advance of the May launch ~eb. 94) and may
want to talk about this program (at least peripherally).
As asked, we will participate in ISV announcen~ents by providing a quote for their releases or in
some cases b~aving ChfisP or PeteH speak_ We will not announce this as a program, and we will
not allow ISVs to use the "Otfice Compatible" logo in their packaging or collateral prior to t_he
May aunotmcement.

Judy Chas~: "Office Compatible" Marketing Plan
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Distribution
ISVs: Any tSV who does not compete with Microsoft Office or its component applications is eligible to
participate in the "Office Compatible" program~ We will proactively contact vendors that provide
Microsoft a st~,,tegic’opportunity. All other vendors, will need to contact us about program participation.
We will not distribute the materials in any broad based manner.
CorporateAeeounts:. We will work primarily with the Corporate Account sales force to gain
participation.for this program. We will not broadly distribute the specifications on something like the
Office ODK as t~s product follows a different pricing model and reaches a different audience. We are
most interested in reaching corporate accounts who are currently doing or considering Microsoft Office
customization projects. We will consider seIecting one solution provider to act as the support mechanism
for cortmrate accounts. We are investigating incorporating the right to modify Microsoft documentation
as part of this effort. In such, the account would be given an electronic version of the manual to modify.
Solution Providers: TBD

International
To nmnage resources and minimize redtmdar~cy, we recommend establishing ~Office Compatible" as a
worldwide program, managed from Corporate. This would include the following:
Development:" Translation of the spec into localized versions (French, German, Swedish?), Translation of
compliance guidelines to coincide. (Short-term stag required)
Compliance Te~ting: NSTL can provide test~g resources in various languages. They are definitely able
to test in French, likely in Swedish and need to check into German.
Marketing License: Use of logo, salesforce communication (via mail, help file, on-’fine documents (in a
french/german directory), one-time focus artiete reference, part of press kit, announcement event in US is
optior~. We wilt flag that marketing activities may vary outside of the US.
Fees: License fees will be collected in the US only.
Next Steps: Understand what licensing terms need to be instituted for worldwide distribution/protection.
Comanunicate the proglam to the subs and get their feedback asa_p.

Participation in "Office Compatible" by Microsoft applications
Money, Publisher and Works are highly interested in becoming "Office Compatible". At launch, it
appears that Publisher and Works will qualify, but that Money will need to modify several features before
it passes compliance. We will work with the consumer line marketing group to help them establish a
policy for participation in the "Office Compatible" program. For example, one thorny issue includes
balancing Home based user interface with Office based user interface. In addition, we t.bAnk that products
shotfld have oIfiy one master brand (either they are under the Office umbrella or the Home umbrella).

Open Issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Program nalr~ selected
License agreements revised/finalized
"Office Compatible" logo designed
Specific role of Solution Providers determined
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Appendix A
Other Potential Vendors

Document filing/retrieval,
Analytical!Math based

reporting
Products
Products
D_es_ign Science .............
Mathtype
Above Software
Golden Retreiver
Jandel Scientific
SigmaPlot, SigmaS Heliz Systems
Research Station
tat
MathCAD ...................
Interleaf, Inc’
Interleaf RDM
Mathsoft
InterTech Imaging Corp
DocuPACT
Object Productivity
SmartFolders
Accounting,,,
C~psofl ....
SoftSoluf!ons Tech Co~
Softsolutions dec mgmt
Parsons Technology
TeleFile
FileOLE
PeachTree
Desktop publishing
’"
SBT
Adobe
Teleware ............................................ Aidus ........
!Timberline ........................................
Frame Tech ...................
Power Up Software
.~ta[~ Of The Art ......
Great Plains
~)uark
Platinum
l’imeworks
i~kudio ............
Graphics .........
DigiVox C0~
Sound. ......................
Vi,sion .........jCorel~
Systems
.............................................
Corp
CorelDmw
Ballade
Dynaware USA
~e,l~aP0!nt Graphics ......
ipeR,~,,G~ph Pro
PCvoice
Thoughts
GST Software
Designworks, PressW0rks
Micrografx " ’
Engineering/CAD
Designer, Flowcharter etc
The Athena Group
SIGLAB
Saqqara Technology
InScribe
AutoDesk
AutoCAD LT
ShapeWare
Visio, Visio Express
IMSI
TurboCAD,
Geographical
FormTool Gold
’~0’lnmunication .................
~pe~- Co~orafion ............................. Maptitude ......
AudioFile ......
TalkW?rks ........
MapInfo
Future Labs Inc
I’ALKShow
Information Management
Traffic Software .........
Object-Fax
[nfoPower Corp
InfoLink
Trax Softworks
TeamTalk
Scopus Technology
ProTEAM
Walker Richer ~
’ ’ Reflection 8
Gilbert & Assocs .......
Wall Data
Rumba Office
Imaglng/Scanning/Video
Persoft
SmartTerm ....... Digital Design, Inc.
.. ,Digital scanning.and cop)qng
..Aut0mated.Design systems .............
[@ntiTech, Inc
FYI
[mageFast ~oft~v.. are Systems
ImageFast
............
[mageWave Software, Inc
Image Wizard
Database Add-ons
Crystal Services (Canadian)
Crystal Reports, Keyfile
Keyfil~ .........................
Reports p.ro ...............
Morrison Knudsen Corp
Resolution
McLain Imaging ’
IMAGE Assist
Resolver, Vie~,~r
Legal
Pectronics Corp
IntelliScan
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PenKnow!edge, Inc

iLawyers Office

Multimedia
Lenel Systems Intl ........
Lo;~ng Glass Software

M~diaDeveloper,
Mpc Organizer etc
Cheetah 3D,
Other
Media Verse

MacroM~di~ ........MacroMind,
QAMedia Software (Canadian)

Utilities
~hrisalan De~i’gns~ I~c

Interlinear Technology Inc

,

Sequoia Tools
Video Control
:Watermark Discovery Edition
,,

Blyth Holdings

AuthorWare
Q/Media

Calem: WordScan
CompuHelp ................
just’BUTTONS ’ Contact Soft~vare ..........

"’ PANORAMIC
Cimmetry Systems
Metz: Various Utilities
Systems Compatibility COrp Outside In

Word Processing AddOns
Informative Graphics Corp

Sequoia Software
STEFRA Enterprise
Watermark Sottware

Myriad
Annotator,
Personal MEDIS

LPC (AddressMaestro)
"~’MART Communications ........ SMART
Translators
Spinnaker ......
Thuridion Software engineering Avery LabelPro
WK Information System_s, Ltd Caseview

(Canadima)
Systems Compatibili~ ..................

Category Unlm, OWn
Pioneer Software
Sonora Techn0i~gies ......

Judy Chase: "Office Compatible" Marketing Plan

Gold Soflware Engineering
le~0rm Corp .
Metaphor, Inc

Family )dbum
Act ........
Interactive Story" B.o~k
Jet_Form Filler
Capsule

p~
~cro Logic, Inc

InfoSelect

Project add-on
~ASA Software, Inc

Milestone~’ Etc.

Spreadsheet Add-Ons
2a~BTECH
?atrick Consult

[Realfime VISION
The Outcome Advisor

PC Quote
ReportSmith
Simulation Technologies

Real-time data ser~xaReportSmith
SimNet
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exchange for the development license, ISVs receive written specifications, some button face bitmaps
and the technical expertise of an experienced Microsoft Program Manager. The second fee is for the
license to jointly market with Microsoft, ISVs must have first passed compliance testing to be eligible
for co-marketing opportu~ties. The marketing license fee is $1,000 per application, Included in the
fee is a license to use the "Office Compatible" logo, and various other marketing benefits to help ISVs
communicate with Microsoft Office owners.
We ~ that there is a lot of investment in tbds program from Microsoft perspective and we have no
intention of making any money on the program but we are simply pricing it to recover our costs.
7. Isn’t this superficial integration?
Aus~er: While many of these features seem obvious, they are the foundation for any future
integration benefits and in working with our usability labs we realize what a powerful thing
consistency is for users. We think that this is a very good first step in adding consistency to how
products are used. We do think that this is a lot more that can be done and we v, qll be adding more
features in the future. We are also sensitive to the development effort required of ISVs to comply
with this program,
8. Do you require OLE 2 integration, why not?
Answer: No we do not at this time. We tt~ OLE 2 integration is a huge benefit for Office
customers and encourage vendors to vigorously pursue tiffs course. However, we understand the
development commitment involved in adding OLE 2 to an application and wanted to reflect that in
the program requirements. We do offer significant bonus points under our integration guidelines for
OLE 2 implementation.

Judy Chase: "’Office C.~npat~te" Marketing Plan
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APPENDtX B

PR RUDE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1. Is this program short or long term? What are the f~atures in the next round? How much advanced
warning will you be giving developers.
Answer: This is a long-term program and ~ve are working on the feature set for the next version,
which I cannot discuss at this juncture. We will be working closely with developers to make certain
they understand the likely directions we will be taking and to ensure that they don’t waste precious
resources implementing featmres with a short shelf Iife. We will provide this information as readily as
we Call.

2. Is Microsoft just trying one more time to dowdnate the industry7
Answer: Not at all. We are really excited about tl~s program for two reasons. F’wst, our Office
customers reacted extremely positively to our latest round of applications (Word 6, Excel 5,
PowerPoint 4) and are really pleased to have the added consistency and integration between the
applications. This is so important as more of their needs focus around integration of data and
information. They asked us to take this a step further and help them gain the same benefits from nonMicrosoft products that they use in conjunction with Office. Second, Microsoft Office is a very big
business and offers a tot of third parties a huge opportunity to benefit from our joint marketing efforts.
This project can easily grow the industry, much the same way that Visual Basic spawned a huge
development tools category and Microsoft Font Packs augmented that category.
3. Can Lotus, Bortand or WordPerfect participate in the program in they want to?
Answer: This program is open to any application that does not compete directly with Microsoft
Office of its component applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Mail, Access). This means that we
will not license these features to competitive Office Suite products, word processors, spreadsheets,
presentation graphics, or database products. This is for obvious reasons. We will however be willing
for Lotus to use these features in Lotus Notes for example ff they believe as we do that the interface is
better for their customers.
4. Does this mean that Intuit’s Quicken can participate if they want to, even though you have Microsoft
Money?
~^mswer: Yes it does. We believe that many Microsoft Office customers also use Quicken, and they
would benefit by sharing some of these integration features.
5. Given the jus~dce department investigations, why are you excluding competitors from participating?
Answer: Our customers have responded positively to the integration and consistency of applications
in Office 4 and 4.2 and how they asked us to help provide these advantages in some of the other
products they use with/along side Office. We think that it makes a lot of sense to share our usability
learning with other complementary third party solo,rare developers to Microsoft Otfice, and help give
Microsoft Office users a "leg up" on with their other applications.
6. What is the cost of the program and why should vendors have to pay anything for this?
.i

Answer: The fee structure for this program is extremely low. We are charging only enough to cover
part of the program expenses because we want to encourage complementary tSVs to participate.
There are two levels of costs for this program. A $1,000 copyright fee for the non-exclusive,
perpetual license to use the feature set. This is a one time fee per company, the only requirement is
that the company report to us products using this feature set 30 days prior to its first shipment. In
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APPENDIX C

Additional Marketing Ideas to be Considered in
the Future
Level 2: Self-funded Activities
1. Tradeshmv participation in Microsoft "Office Compatible" booth. As Microsoft
reserves tradeshow space for future events, we could reserve space for "Office Compatible" ISVs to
enable them to demonstrate their products in an "Office Compatible" ISV area. Each ISV would pay
the costs of their respective booths, but we would coordinate the rental space to ensure proximity of
messages.
2.

Press Seeding Carnpaigtt Rather than inundate the press with lots of product, we could
develop an ISV video which we can use as a sales toot and with the press. The vendors would pay for
inclusion in the video. The content of the video would demonstrate interopembility and consistency
with Office.

Level 3: Opportunistic Activities
1. End-User Advertising. Microsoft may include selected ISVs in targeted vertical publication
advertising and highlight their ease of use vis-A-vis Office. ISVs would be asked to pay their
proportionate share of the cost of these ads. An example of this would be to work with Peachtree
software/Office for ads in accounting publications as part of our SMORG efforts.
2. Direct Marketing offers, Microsoft nay contraet with "Office CompatibleS" ISVs to use their
applications as incentives in our competitive upgrade offers. For example, we could give
Shapeware’s Visit Life product away free to people who purchase the Office competitive upgrade sku.
3. Seminar/eventparticipatiot~ ISVs could be invited to set up demonstration booths or to
provide special offers to seminar attendees as part of the Microsoft seminar series (assuming we have
Microsoft seminars).
4. Reseller promotions. Microsoft and ISVs may work together to get key resetlers to jointly market
the products, for example we may work on joint end-cap displays, or an end-user promotion (rebate
on ISV product, MOR reseller promotional offer, etc.).
5. User Groups: Where appropriate (CPAs, engineering etc.), we should consider doing joint
presentations with specific ISVs at targeted vertical markets or major user groups. For example, we
could have a demonstration of a CAD product and Office at the Boeing user group.

